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tation? What Agitation?
Not here, amigo: lust chill out and ·watch the bands.
by Cassandra Pavalas
liilhe,'Sad part was, not as many people realized
. . .that at the same time "Save the Scene" was
happening, Chris Adams had assembled a wonderfully imaginative weekend of film, music and
mayhem at AS220. Friday, the Wish started off with
some pretty 12-string tunesmithing, plying their array
of pop-tinged minor key melancholia which was both
crisp and clean. Keep an eye out for this trio, and
meanwhile, fmd their cassette, Through the Ice, at
fine record shoppes anywhere.
Kevin Fallon rescued a rocky Cousin Doppler set
marred by technical problems (borrowed drummer,
bad cords). FalloQ, who could doubtless play a
clothesline well\ skipped from fiddle to lap steel with
his usual crooked-smile aplomb, providing a nice
extra folksy sound to Phil Maigret's vox.
Fig. Alright. The Prolo's Kevin Sullivan loved
'em; I liked them a lot, too, because I never knew
where to look onstage. Between host Chris' Farfisa,
Dave Englund's still razor-sharp chord cuts, Rick's
uprighteous bass (note: three gigs in one night. Clea
was duly impressed)(so was I --ed.) and Paige's
drum cascade and extended big hom solos, I wish it
lasted longer. More to come, I hope. Dave and Alec
of What Now next showed that their abundant talents
haven't abated, either, as they played an incredibly

tight, slick and quick set whose only shortcoming
was its brevity. If you haven't seen them in a while,
then you may be an idiot Meanwhile, somewhere in
the evening, someone gave dialogues while someone
else danced around in a pink tutu. The Leroy Hoke
Band conjured up nighmarish images tantamount
only to reading Lovecraft in a creaky old house,
alone, in a rainstorm, to close the evening and send
everyone home looking over their shoulders. Not to
be overlooked was the film by Russ Pedro, whQse
ability to imbue a Ken doll with a hilarious non. plussed look actually created physical pain from
splitting a gut Only at AS.
Saturday's highlights were equally captivating, as
Miracle Legionnaire Dave McCaffrey teamed up
with KAOS boys Cummins and Keogh for an Einstiirzende tribute. It was flailing, and very, very much
·
better than the last KAOS gig I saw; Ric Menke,
from Velvet Crush, after a brief sermon, launched
into a Westerbergian chinga-chinga set If you missed
Crush opening for The Brood at Ty's doomed Charles
Street bash, make sure you_see them next time.
I still wonder why a whole lot more hasn't been
written about Christmas (though MC promised a
story soon). Their set was magnificent. To say anything else wouldn't even come close. The divas' deray
closed the Agitation Free Zone with another strong
set which had the slightly diminished crowd bobbing
and smiling, as if they were being let in on a neat little secret Unfortunately, they're leaving town for the
west coast, so catch their last show this Saturday.
All in all, a wildly diverse, sometimes joyous,
sometimes rumgerous weekend. Kudos to Chris (~
let's do it again sometime.
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